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PART ONE

BEGINNING

CHAPTER 1

LONDON BRIDGE,
FALLING DOWN

The revelation came at 8.45 a.m. one cold November morning. On London
Bridge, beneath a canopy of low-hanging cloud, I stopped.
A man walked into my back. Others jostled on either side of me,
shoulders connected with shoulders, elbows with elbows, and I was
nudged and bounced in a chorus of grumbled complaints towards the
railings. I clung to the concrete, standing firm, an immoveable object. The
tide of commuters found its rhythm once more and flowed around me with
no further contact, as if I was surrounded by some unseen bell curve of
protection – a sheen of impenetrability: the physical space we afford those
we do not trust. I was no longer perceived as trustworthy on this bridge.
I had broken the rules. At this time of day, you do not stop. Those who
do are inconsiderate or inexperienced or, worse, mad. Perhaps my fellow
commuters thought exactly that: I was mad and therefore best avoided. I
did not mind so much.
I looked about me. Down below, the Thames boiled and chopped, its
thick and silty swells smacking wetly against the bridge’s legs. It flowed
relentlessly and without mercy, the same colour as the bulging clouds
above. As I turned and rested my back against concrete, it struck me
that these people, this river of suits and umbrellas, matched the waters
below. Leaden and dreary, they stopped for nothing. If I had fallen, if I had
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dropped to my hands and knees at that very moment, if I had crumpled and
landed spreadeagled on my back, would anyone have stopped? Or would
the tide have merely pushed around me, even over me, and continued on?
Perhaps. And, if so, you can’t blame it. It’s what a river does.
The revelation was a simple one. I was a part of this river – this surge
of workers washing over London Bridge towards the City only to repeat
the same in reverse 10 hours later and then continue the numbing exercise
day in and day out – and I had been for almost a decade. This had never
been the plan.

Five months later, I found myself facing a different river. Unlike the
Thames, which had flowed 30 ft beneath me from my London Bridge
vantage point, this one was just a few centimetres away and all my energy
was focused on keeping it from washing into my tent. Piling sacks of rice
against the inside of the door flap and wrapping my scant belongings into
plastic bags, I wedged my guitar against one of the bending tent poles as
extra support and then lay on my back across the groundsheet, praying that
my own weight would serve as ballast to keep the tent rooted to the muddy
earth. The wind roared and howled outside as the tropical storm rose in
pitch and intensity, whipping the thin canvas walls in and out.
The river was a new addition to a landscape I thought I had come to
know. It had not been here yesterday. But the storm had raged mercilessly
for hours now and, with nowhere to go, the rising rainwater had pushed up
from the saturated earth and found its trajectory. My tent was still not quite
in its path – it had not yet suffered the same fate as the fallen branches and
ripped-up roots that sailed past me on the churning, blood-red tumult – but
if the rain did not stop soon it, and all my belongings, would doubtless be
swept away. I remained on my back, motionless, breathing slow and deep
in contrast to the downpour that splattered against my tent in a deafening
thunder. There was no sign that this storm would end. I had not been so
happy in years.
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The tent had been my home for the past two weeks: pitched in the
small village of Agnena, deep in the heart of Madagascar. I was there as
a volunteer labourer for a non-governmental organisation called SEED
Madagascar, which built much-needed schools in rural areas of the country.
The London Bridge revelation had left me hollow and bereft, desperate to
find a way to bring a sense of purpose to my life, something noble through
which I could prove to myself that I wasn’t just a City-bound financial
analyst contributing nothing to this world nor to myself. That desperation
had led me here, to Madagascar, to this tent, to this storm.
I was exactly where I wanted and needed to be. Back in London, I rarely
felt that way. As I lay in my tent, listening to the rain hammer its relentless
tattoo on the canvas, I contemplated my life, the decisions I had taken that
had resulted in the stable but soulless existence I no longer wanted a part of.
It had not always been this way. As a child growing up in Iran and then
a young man taking his first few tentative steps into adulthood, when I
thought of the future, if I ever did at all, it was filled with excitement and
adventure. It was natural to believe that it would be, for my youth had
been enveloped in much the same. An avid explorer of Iranian wildlands
and mountainscapes – first with my father and then later with friends or
alone – I cherished travelling and all the thrills and wonder that came
with it. My life back then had been active and filled with adventure, and I
found my recreation in demanding and competitive sports. It came as no
surprise to me – indeed, it felt somehow pre-ordained – when I became a
semi-professional basketball player. If anything can qualify, that was my
first real job, and I played until I was 24.
University had been a natural next step and I chose a degree I knew I
could excel at: mechanical engineering. Yet the more I studied it the more
I came to understand that it held little appeal for me, and the prospect of
immersing myself in an engineering career became anathema. The master’s
degree I chose, finance, was a step in an entirely different direction and
it contained a potential future that I found alluring – the promise of work
that was high-speed and international; the promise of a lifestyle that was
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seductive and enthralling. I moved to London, found myself a job in the
City and began my new life.
There’s something horribly glamorous about money and that only
intensifies when you work with it on a daily basis. My new career as a
financial analyst was a demanding one, but it suited my ambitious mindset
and I slipped into it all with ease. Compared with friends who worked in
stocks or hedge funds, my earnings were far from spectacular, but before
long I was able to pay off my gargantuan student-loan debts and could
even start saving. It all absorbed me with such immediacy and totality that
there was no longer any space left for my real passion: adventure. Time
and inclination dissolved, and before I knew it I was 35 years old and the
past decade had slipped by in a haze, leaving me hollow and helpless on
London Bridge, staring down into the grey waves of the Thames.
The rain began to lessen. I rose from my back, scrambled over the sacks
of rice, unzipped the tent door and poked my head outside. The black clouds
were receding, and patches of blue sky and sunlight sparkled through. The
worst of the storm was over. I was glad. There was work to do.

I had not chosen Madagascar. Instead, I had chosen the NGO itself: SEED
(Society for Energy, Environment and Development).
It was imperative to me that, should I make a change in my life, that
change should contribute in some way towards the well-being of others.
Though I yearned for a huge and immersive adventure, I was not ready. But
I could still make a start. I estimated that I could spend one month abroad
volunteering for a worthy charity or non-governmental organisation.
I began my research, studying the annual reports of myriad charities
across the world. The results I accumulated made me sad. It seemed that
almost every organisation I looked into channelled less than half of the
donations it received into the causes it supported, with the rest spent on
staffing and overheads. This was not what I expected, nor what I intended
to contribute my own time and energy to. I continued my research.
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After some weeks, I chanced upon SEED – a charity which aims to eradicate
poverty, suffering and environmental damage in Madagascar – during a
late-night online investigation. A perusal of its annual reports revealed that,
for every £100 donated to SEED, £90 went directly to its projects. In this
impoverished and disregarded island off the African continent, SEED was
making a genuine difference: building schools, empowering the locals,
conserving the environment and changing lives. I wanted in.
I made contact and within days was booking flights and time off work.
The thought of this new adventure immersed me with far more intensity
than my recent work ever had, and the intervening months flew by in a
whirlwind of preparation and anticipation. Then, one grey evening, I left the
office, caught the train to Heathrow and boarded my flight to Madagascar.
The touchdown filled me with exhilaration. This was my first time in
Africa and certainly my first time in such a remote environment. The local
airport was little more than a runway and a building no bigger than a London
taxi depot. Palm trees ringed the terminal. The heat was astonishing. A
minivan transported me to the nearest town where I met Lumba, the young
and friendly Malagasy man who would take me to Agnena.
‘So how are we getting there?’ I asked as Lumba took my backpack
from my hands and shouldered it himself. ‘Is there a bus?’
Lumba laughed. ‘There’s no bus to Agnena, man. We’ll drive some
way, we’ll pirogue the rest.’
‘Pirogue?’
‘You don’t know what a pirogue is? Man, this will be some treat for
you.’
He laughed again and then ushered me towards his old and rusting car,
which he started in a series of cracks and pops. The heady scent of petrol
fumes assaulted my nostrils and I wound down the window.
‘Yes!’ Lumba shouted over the engine, gesturing at my window and
then winding down his own. ‘Nature’s air con, man!’
We pulled out into the sparse traffic and within minutes were beyond the
limits of the town, heading out into a landscape devoid of anything except
18
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endless red earth. Deforestation was a serious problem in Madagascar and
its unique flora had suffered perhaps irreparably. After a few hours in
the car, bouncing along virtually impassable dirt roads, we pulled up and
parked beside a river, where Lumba led me down to a long and decidedly
flimsy looking canoe.
‘This,’ he said proudly, ‘is a pirogue.’
‘I love it,’ I grinned.
‘Good. Climb in, man!’
I did as I was told. Lumba pushed us out into the shallows of the river
and then nimbly leapt into the pirogue, retrieving his paddle and gliding
us off along the water. Another paddle lay across the floor of the boat and
I picked it up, dipping it into the river in tandem with Lumba’s strokes.
Feeling the extra surge in our motion, Lumba turned his head and laughed
once more. I loved that laugh.
‘You like to get involved, huh? Man, you’re going to fit right in at
Agnena.’
And, so it seemed, I did. After just two days of orientation alongside my
SEED compatriots, I was thrown into the work. My days began to take
on a reliable and comforting routine: an early-morning rise, followed by a
breakfast of banana and dough balls with honey under the fierce African sun,
an hour’s lesson in the Malagasy language, and then work – such long but
such beautifully meaningful days of work – mixing cement, building walls,
learning the intricacies of effective carpentry and joinery. At night, we were
all so fatigued that the evening meal of rice and beans tasted sensational. It
was a simple life and exactly what I craved. With no electricity, no phones,
no relentless intrusion of media, when the sun went down there was little to
do other than sleep, and I slept like a kitten each night.
Occasionally, and especially at weekends, we would treat ourselves to the
luxury of a large, outdoor fire, which illuminated the otherwise all-consuming
darkness of the night. These fires were not just for us workers, they were for
the whole community of Agnena, and the villagers came out en masse to
share their food with us and dance and sing. I became especially entranced
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by the songs the children would perform for us with barely concealed delight,
and when I retrieved my guitar from my tent one night I was surrounded
by giggling and fascinated youngsters, who urged me to play them a tune.
We traded songs long into the night, taking it in turns to bellow out our
favourites, until it grew so late that their parents had to drag them away to
bed. It did not take long for this to become a regular occurrence.
Perhaps it would be too dramatic to state that those children saved me.
In any case, they changed me. A week after the storm and just a few days
before I was due to leave, I was woken at 4 a.m. by their singing. It was
Easter Sunday. All the children in the village had converged around the
still-glowing embers of the previous night’s fire, coming together to sing a
song woven from such intricate harmonies and delicate refrains that, as I lay
there in my tent listening to them, what started as a simple prickle along my
spine soon engulfed my entire body with such force that I could do nothing
but weep at the sheer beauty of it all. I understood then that my life had to
change. This was where I wanted to be. This was who I wanted to be.

Exactly one week and one day later, I was back on London Bridge, on my
way to the job I had come to loathe. I checked my watch. It was 8.45 a.m.
I thought of those children, of those lilting melodies, of the tears they had
engendered. I looked around me. These were the same faces, the same suits,
the same umbrellas I had lived among for too long. I didn’t recognise a single
one of them.
Beneath the canopy of low-hanging cloud, I stopped. A man walked into
my back. Others jostled on either side of me, shoulders connected with
shoulders, elbows with elbows, but this time I would not let them push
me to the side. I stood firm, resisting the shoves and ignoring the breathy
obscenities. Slowly placing my bag on the ground and straightening my
tie, I turned around to face the tide of faces.
The river swelled, banked and diverted around me.
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THE RISE

Madagascar began to infiltrate my dreams. I would wake and, in those
blurry moments before consciousness and reality took hold, I believed I
was still there, anticipating the dawn chorus of children’s songs. When
my mind cleared and I realised that the day ahead held spreadsheets and
business meetings rather than Malagasy lessons and the laying of a floor, I
often wished myself back to sleep so that I could experience that moment
once more.
I remained in touch with SEED. I was so proud of everyone who
worked for the organisation: together, they were doing some of the most
important work of which I had ever been a part. I wanted to continue to
help them. One month of voluntary labour each year was not enough;
I knew I was capable of more. Even while I was in London, I could
still fundraise for them and, the more I began to think about how, the
more I realised that I could do so on a grand scale. I have, you see, a
particular kind of talent, one I had not exploited for almost 15 years, but
one which I still knew I was ready and willing to utilise. That talent lay
in adventure travel.
And so I made my resolution. I knew that if I could set myself and
then undertake challenges of truly epic proportions, I could fundraise and
garner sponsorship for them, and I could donate every penny that I made
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to SEED, to Madagascar and to those children. They had changed my life
with their magical songs. It was now my turn to change theirs.
I began in Nepal, cycling the entirety of the Annapurna circuit – a trail
made for feet rather than wheels. The experience was a shock to my system.
Cycling incongruous terrains and pathways had not been easy when I was
in my twenties, but it had been a breeze compared with this. Thirty-six
years old, overweight and far more used to my comfortable office chair
than this chafing saddle, I was struggling, but I pushed on nonetheless.
The physical turmoil was tough enough, but I was also weighed down
by the fact that I hadn’t raised as much money as I’d hoped. Indeed, I
had invested more of my own finances into the adventure than had been
returned through donations and sponsorship.
But then something miraculous happened. By chance, I met a hiker on
the Annapurna trail who turned out to be a journalist for CNN. When she
heard my story, she asked if she could write about it and her article was
published on the CNN website soon after. Arriving back in Kathmandu
– exhausted, weak, yet jubilant that I had seen the adventure through to
its conclusion – I settled into an internet cafe for the evening, where I
found that countless congratulatory emails from my friends had clogged
my inbox. Almost all contained a link to the CNN article.
One particular email caught my eye. It was from a name I did not
recognise. I opened it, read its message three times in a state of disbelief
and then opened up the website I had created for those who wanted to
contribute to SEED via my journey. The contents of the email were true,
glaring up at me from the website’s online counter. A representative for an
American aid organisation had read the CNN article about my adventure.
And they had donated $25,000 to my SEED fund.

Things snowballed. With the SEED fund suddenly gargantuan, further
donations poured in. It was enough for another brand new school in
Madagascar, and the sheer delight I felt when I transferred the money to
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the charity took on a bright and new meaning. I was doing what I loved for
the people I loved. And I could do more. So much more.
Using the fundraising template I had created with the Annapurna ride,
I set out to cross the Sahara Desert by bike. I not only accomplished
the expedition, I did it in record time: 13 days and 5 hours. That record
was officially recognised by the Guinness World Records board. The
acclaim fed my ego to some extent, but, more importantly, it helped
raise the SEED fund to levels I had never anticipated. Over the course
of two years and with two major expeditions under my belt, more than
£50,000 had been raised. It all went to SEED and with it four new
schools were built. It was thrilling, it was worthy and I had never been
so exultant.
Exultant, yes, but not yet content. I wanted a greater adventure. I wanted
more schools in Madagascar. I recognised that drive, recognised the
ambition it fuelled. It was the same drive that had led me down the path
of a career as a financial analyst, the same drive that had focused me on
the accumulation of money to the detriment of anyone but myself, and
perhaps myself as well. I was at the mercy of that drive, I always had
been, but at least now I knew that I could channel it towards something
worthwhile. A truly extraordinary adventure loomed.
I called my friend Arash. He had been instrumental in turning my Sahara
expedition into a documentary. Before his input, I had only thought of
taking on the journey to raise funds for SEED, but he had convinced me to
record it on camera and together we had transformed my footage from the
adventure into a short film. A tall and bearded man with thick glasses and
perhaps the largest head I’ve ever seen, Arash was a cinematic wunderkind
and, though he worked a full-time job in London, he still found the hours
to help me produce my documentary and had even joined me for the final
two days of the journey itself. His advice then had been invaluable and I
craved it once more.
‘Rather than looking for the route first,’ he said over the phone, ‘why
not start by considering the areas of the world that you’re most interested
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in and want to travel through? Once you know what they are, plan your
route around them.’
‘If I can figure out the journey,’ I said, ‘will you help me turn it into
another film?’
‘Sure I will,’ he replied. ‘But you need to work out what the journey’s
going to be first.’
And so, taking my notebook from my desk, I sat back in my chair, closed
my eyes and tried to think simply of where I wanted to go.
Russia. That was paramount. I had always been fascinated by Russia,
had read books and books about it when I was a child and still continued
to. Russia would be an extraordinary country to witness from the saddle. I
scribbled it down in my notebook and closed my eyes again.
Africa. I had fallen in love with the continent in Madagascar and then
during my Sahara crossing. To return would make me deeply happy. It
went in the notebook.
The Middle East. Though this was my birthplace, there were so many
parts of it I had never seen and yet yearned to.
Scandinavia. Another long-held fascination.
I sat forward again. Those four entries were enough for now – each
separate region was gargantuan and surely capable of myriad routes alone.
I opened Google Earth on my computer and looked at each place in turn:
Russia, Africa, the Middle East, Scandinavia. Seeing them together,
the dots joined, and I realised that a single route could take me into and
through every place I had noted. Moreover, if I started in Scandinavia at
the northern tip of Europe – a place called Nordkapp in Norway, located
in the Arctic Circle – and then followed a trajectory down through Russia,
the Middle East and then to Cape Town in South Africa, I could cycle
one of the longest continuous north to south routes on the planet. There
was a pleasing poetry in those two names, too – from Nordkapp to Cape
Town, from one cape to another – and, as I began to frenetically skip
from website to website to see if and how it could be done, I came to
a realisation. While a small number of people had cycled this particular
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route before, most had taken over a year to complete the journey and no
one had done it in record time.
I made contact with Guinness World Records and they agreed that, if
I could complete the journey in 100 days or less, they would grant me
the record. Why 100 days, I asked. No one had attempted it before as
a record, so there was therefore no record to break. Why not just give
me the record, no matter how long it took me? The answers I received
were vague and cloaked in obscure calculations I could make no sense
of – something about similar journeys, other cyclists, other records,
equivalent distances and times. It did not matter in the end: the 100-day
target was set and inflexible. If the journey took me 101 days, there
would be no record. I could take it or leave it. I agreed to the terms
and, in truth, as I began to plan my journey, that 100-day benchmark,
arbitrary as it was, gave me a demanding but achievable goal to work
towards. There was a lure to it which appealed to my ambitious side and,
the more I worked on my new adventure, the more I came to believe that
I could do it.

In tandem with the project, something else had begun to build, something
which would add a new and exciting element to the journey.
In Madagascar, I had learned something fundamental: the beauty of
sharing. That was why I had cycled the Annapurna circuit and then the
Sahara Desert, because I had wanted to share what I could create from
those journeys (money) with others (the Malagasy children). But the
adventures themselves had been singular and no one else’s but my own. I
had seen so much of the world that others hadn’t and this began to strike
me as selfish. Though others had shared in the results of my adventures, no
one had shared in the actual adventures themselves. It was true that Arash
and I had made a film of my Sahara crossing, and that some had shared
my journey via that medium, but the film had only really come about as an
afterthought and it was far from representative of the beauty of the world
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as I had seen it. That – the beauty of the world – was what I wanted to
share with others, and as truthfully as I could.
One solution I thought of was to look for a travel companion, someone
who could join me all the way from Norway right down to South Africa.
But I could not quite dispel a certain amount of reluctance for this option.
Could I really spend 100 days on the road with just one other person for
company? Wouldn’t we drive each other to insanity by being so close for
so long? It was something I would need to dedicate more thought to, but
while I did there was another option to consider. If I could not share this
next adventure itself – if I could not find the right person to share it with –
I could perhaps document it instead. Properly. Mine had become a blessed
life, and if I could relay the things I saw and the situations I experienced on
my adventures then it would make what I was prepared to do all the more
worthwhile. This time, Arash and I would not make just a short film. We
would make a TV series.
When, only a few weeks after these thoughts had run through my mind,
Steve’s email arrived in my inbox, it was perhaps less of a surprise than
it should have been. I barely knew Steve. We both worked for the same
company in the same building, but had only spoken to each other once or
twice before. And yet here was his email, expressing his interest in my
journey and asking if we could meet at a nearby pub to talk about it. I
agreed, and I think I did so out of more than mere curiosity.
‘I saw your website,’ Steve said, taking a sip from his pint as we perched
at the bar in the quiet and largely empty pub.
‘How did you hear about it?’ I asked.
‘Actually, I saw the website before I knew you had anything to do with
it. Then I looked into it a bit more, and I was all like – I know that guy!
That’s Reza! I had no idea you had done all that stuff, the charity work, the
Sahara. It’s pretty incredible.’
‘Thank you.’ I was fairly certain I knew why Steve had invited me for
this drink, of what he was about to ask me. It all left me with a faint sense
of unease, which I tried to quell with a glug of beer. It didn’t work.
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‘So the reason I found the website is because I was looking for exactly
the kind of thing you’re doing – your Kapp to Cape project.’
‘You want to donate?’
‘Sort of,’ he replied. ‘I want to donate my time. I want to join you.’
There it was. A silence hung between us, a silence which grew
increasingly awkward as I found myself lost for words. I knew I was going
to make a film of my journey, but I had not yet resolved whether I was
going to do it alone or with a companion. I thought briefly of the world
record and realised that I wanted it for myself. It was selfish and arrogant
and horribly egocentric, but that did not stop it from being true.
Steve broke the silence. ‘Listen. I know you’re probably reluctant.
This is your thing and why would you want me tagging along? I get that.
Plus, we hardly even know each other. But what you’ve already done is
something I’ve been wanting to do for a while now. I need an adventure
in my life, some big personal challenge that isn’t work-related. Surely you
can understand that.’
I could.
‘And your Kapp to Cape, as soon as I saw the website it just made
perfect sense to me. It’s not just an adventure, it’s raising money for a
good cause, it’s going for a world record and it even ends in my home
town!’
I hadn’t known that. With English as my second language and Steve’s
South African accent on the milder side, his heritage had eluded me.
‘That’s one of the places I’m looking forward to the most,’ I said. ‘I’ve
always wanted to visit Cape Town.’
‘See? Tonnes in common!’ He laughed and I found myself laughing
with him. Steve was, I realised, inherently likeable. Perhaps we could
spend 100 days on the road together. I felt my scepticism begin to fade,
but only a little.
‘Most of all, though,’ he continued, ‘I guess I just want to share your
journey. All of it. Share the ride, share the planning, share the experience.
Would you let me?’
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I considered his proposal. I had been looking for a way to share my
journey and here was a man who had arrived as if from nowhere, offering
to do exactly that. I could not shake the poignancy of it all.
‘I don’t know, Steve,’ I said. ‘I’ll admit, I’ve been thinking about
teaming up with someone for this, but I still haven’t decided myself if it’s
the right way. It’s going to be tough. Really tough. Are you sure you could
cope with that? More importantly, are you sure you could cope with me for
one hundred days? With no respite?’
‘Absolutely!’ he grinned. ‘I’m a people person through and through!’
I thought for a moment or two. ‘Look, I can’t give you an answer right
now. I can’t just say, fuck it, why not? But I don’t want to just say no,
either. So how about this? Why don’t you join me for a couple of rides and
maybe help out a little with some of my planning? That way, we’ll get to
see how well we work together.’
Steve agreed and we began to meet regularly for long bike rides and
even longer discussions about the how, the what and the where. With
Steve assisting, the planning, organisation and structure of our journey
sped up miraculously. Arash took over the filming side of things, and that
freed up our time to enlarge our online presence, raise a sizeable amount
of sponsorship and, above all, train mercilessly. It took me a long time –
some three months – before I could finally give Steve a firm and definitive
‘yes’, but the moment I did I understood that it had been exactly the right
thing to do. Everything was running so smoothly that we were able to set a
date. It was all becoming tangible, substantive and very, very close.
And then the car hit me.
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CHAPTER 3

THE FALL

I woke up in the hospital. Steve was sitting beside my bed. When he saw
my eyes open, he grinned, exhaled deeply and rested his hand on my
forearm.
‘What happened?’ I asked him. I had no recollection of the accident;
I could not even remember precisely where we were. Steve carefully
explained it to me.
It had been our last big training session. With just two months to go
before our grand journey down the length of the world, we felt the need
for one final mini expedition. We needed to get ourselves into the routine
of cycling all day every day for a sustained period of time, and we needed
to get ourselves into the mindset of being able to do it together. Steve
suggested Paris to Rome and it appealed to me. At close to 1,000 miles,
the route consisted of a selection of varying standards of terrain and it
traversed three countries – France, Italy and Switzerland – which I had
always wanted to cycle through.
Sadly, we made it no further than 100 miles. At the end of our first day,
just 2 miles away from the stop off we had designated to spend the night,
along the meandering turns of a quiet countryside B-road, a man drove his
car into my bicycle from behind. It transpired that the tendon in my right
leg had snapped. I left the local hospital on crutches.
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We took a taxi to a nearby hotel and, while I changed my clothes, Steve
went to retrieve my bike from the roadside. Half an hour later, as he carried it
into the room piece by piece, nausea flooded my stomach. My bike had been
obliterated. There was no point taking it back to London. It was beyond repair.
‘We’re going to have to postpone the journey,’ Steve said.
‘It’s all right,’ I remonstrated. ‘I’ll get a new bike. I can probably just
about afford it.’
‘It’s not the bike that’s the problem.’ He gestured down at my leg and
pointed at my crutches resting beside the bed.
‘The doctor said I’ll be walking again in six weeks,’ I said. ‘Then we’ve
still got another two weeks after that before we go. It’s plenty of time for
me to get back on track.’
‘Two weeks? Are you joking? Your leg is going to spend the next six
weeks atrophying, just wasting away while the rest of you does the same
because you can’t keep up the exercise you need until your tendon has
healed. It took us a year of training to get to this standard. There’s no way,
no way at all that you’re going to be ready in just two weeks.’
‘All right, all right,’ I said, irritable now but willing to capitulate. ‘So
we’ll put it off a couple of months, even three if we have to. It’s not ideal,
but we’ll just have to get through it. Six weeks to heal, then two more
months to train. Three months tops. I can easily get back in shape by then.’
Steve laughed a thin chuckle and cast a disconcerting gaze at me. ‘You
don’t get it, do you? Can’t you remember why we set our start date for
August in the first place?’
The realisation hit and I suddenly understood exactly what he was
getting at.
‘Even if it takes you three months to get back in shape, it’ll be November
by then, November in the Arctic. Cycling’s impossible in those conditions.
We either leave in the summer or we don’t leave at all. There’s no question
about it. We’re not going anywhere for at least another year.’
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The accident set off a chain reaction of misfortune. Our adventure was
postponed for a full year. I developed a debilitating post-traumatic stress
disorder which manifested itself whenever I was on a road. The notion
that someone was going to hit me from behind was so powerful and
unshakeable that it became a belief rather than a mere concern. I lost all
my confidence and found that I could no longer ride my motorbike without
anxiety attacks forcing me from the road to shudder and hyperventilate at
the kerbside. I did not buy a new bicycle. I stopped exercising altogether
and instead took to drinking heavily. Every day seemed to involve a new
argument with my co-workers or my boss. My girlfriend and I broke up,
and I moved from our house to a single rented bedroom on the other side
of London. Arash called to tell me that he had been offered the opportunity
to film for a more prestigious, more definite series and would not be able
to join us for the expedition. Depression engulfed me.
At times, it could almost feel like I was somehow projecting my
misfortune outwards, magically inflicting it upon the world of my
postponed journey as portions of it crumbled into political disarray and
civil war. Of the 20 countries I had hoped to cycle through, travel warnings
were issued for four. In Syria alone, full-scale civil war had erupted as
rebel groups, militias and government forces began to clash with everrising bursts of horror. It became clear that, had my accident not occurred
and our journey begun as planned, we would never have made it into
Syria, let alone across it. With the conflict escalating and world powers
tentatively making their own involvements known, I understood there
and then that we would not be able to cross it the following year either,
nor perhaps for years to come.
I got in touch with Guinness World Records and explained the
geographical predicament. After some back and forth, we came to an
agreement: so long as we cycled to a point in Iran which lay on exactly
the same latitude as Cairo, we would then be allowed to fly there and
resume our journey, thereby completing it in two separate legs. This was
the only concession they were prepared to make. We were offered no
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extensions on the original 100-day deadline, and we would still have to
brave those countries and regions – such as Dagestan, Egypt and northern
Kenya – which our governments were warning travellers to avoid. While
the inclusion of Iran pleased me, for it offered the opportunity to cycle to
and through my home country, I could not ignore the fact that this new
route added a full 500 miles to our journey, and that the clock would not
stop as we flew laterally from Iran to Cairo, so we would also lose 24
hours in the transition.
My leg had healed and physiotherapy had literally got me back on my
feet. I could walk unaided and without a limp, though my legs seemed
more inclined to take me to the nearest pub than to the gym. I was gaining
weight and my eyes had begun to take on a curiously red hue. The original
start date for our adventure had long since passed and I often found myself
thinking: I should be in Russia now… At this point, we would have made it
to my home town… Right now, I could be swimming in a lake in Ethiopia.
But I was in none of those places. I was stuck in London, stuck at work,
stuck in my cramped room.
I only realised much later that the email had arrived exactly 100 days after
our agreed start date, on the very day we were supposed to have arrived
in Cape Town at the end of our journey, setting a record, completing our
adventure. Perhaps that was just a coincidence. Or perhaps not. Either
way, I clicked on the email and read the opening lines:
Dear Mr Pakravan
We regret to inform you that we are no longer able to recognise your
Kapp to Cape record if it is undertaken in two separate legs. In order
for a record to be granted, your journey must be completed in one leg
without any breaks of time or distance…
I slammed my laptop shut, grabbed a bottle of beer from the fridge, necked
half in one gulp and then phoned Steve to tell him the news.
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‘Shit,’ he whispered. ‘What are we going to do?’
‘To be honest, mate,’ I replied, ‘I don’t really care any more.’

A long and morose autumn transformed into a darker winter. By December,
I felt sick and listless. A deep malaise had taken hold, intensified by the
polar wind and the drenching rain that never seemed to end. I dreaded the
onset of Christmas.
I had begun to see a psychotherapist, and when she pointed out that my
mood appeared at its lowest since our very first appointment, I told her
that I felt no desire to celebrate, and that the festive spirits of my friends
and co-workers had only sent me spiralling further down.
‘Have you thought about taking a break from it all?’ she asked. ‘Going
somewhere new and different for a while? Of all the things we’ve talked
about from your past, you’ve never been more enlivened than when
describing your adventures. Maybe you need another. An easy adventure,
but an adventure nonetheless.’
I considered the idea. There was no denying that the prospect of taking
some time out in a foreign land held its appeal.
‘Let’s say you did it,’ she surmised. ‘Just picked a place and went.
Where would you go? Forget the cycling, forget going on an expedition,
just imagine a place you’d like to spend some time. To relax. To enjoy
yourself. Where would it be?’
‘India,’ I replied without thinking.
‘That was quick,’ she laughed. ‘But maybe India is something you
should give some serious thought to. It seems to me that a change could
do you good.’
To this day, I’m still unsure why I said India. It was true that I had
always wanted to visit the subcontinent, but why hadn’t I picked those
places which had always sat higher on my personal wish list? Russia,
for example, or Scandinavia or the Middle East? Why not Africa again,
which had absorbed me so completely during my time in Madagascar and
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then later during my Sahara journey? Perhaps it was the cycling itself.
Those places had been earmarked for a long and ambitious bike ride, and
whether it was because I wanted to save them for it or because the notion
of cycling itself had started to bear negative associations for me following
my accident, I couldn’t say. All I knew was that spending Christmas in
India was suddenly the only thing I wanted to do. As slavishly devoted to
my impulses as ever, I bought a ticket that afternoon.
Two weeks later, I was in Calcutta, ready to travel up to the Ganges
and then follow it as far as I could, perhaps even to its source if I felt
so inclined. The freedom of such an itinerary-free route was heartening
– my previous journeys had held so many determined timescales and
destinations – and, shunning feet and cogs in favour of engines, I found
solace in the trains, buses and boats that powered me forward. India was
fascinating and startling in equal measures and, through and along and
because of it, for the first time in nine months I felt the dissipation of my
depression as it slowly lifted from my shoulders, back and legs, gradually
replaced by the wonder and adoration of the world from which I had once
derived such succour.
With Christmas and New Year passed in wilful ignorance, I found myself
staying in a Hare Krishna ashram in a small town called Vrindavan in the
lowlands of Uttar Pradesh early in January. My hosts and co-habitants
never tried to convert me, but accepted me without any conditions or
prerequisites. My days were spent wandering the streets of Vrindavan; my
evenings returned me to the ashram, where the robed and shaven-headed
gurus and disciples treated me to their joyful songs and dances, which they
participated in ritually regardless of my presence.
And then, one night, reclining among a mess of pillows while the
sonorous chants of the Hare Krishnas rebounded off the ashram’s walls
in an all-consuming resonance, I felt a prickle along my spine. It was both
familiar and welcome. I closed my eyes and tried to recall when I’d first
felt this sensation. The chanting intensified, as if it was meant for me, and
for me alone. Keeping my eyes closed, I foraged along the walls of my
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memory. When had I felt that same prickle before? There was something
in the music, something that induced that physical effect on my own body.
The chants rose to and rested upon a chord, a specific tonic triad that
was not typically Eastern or Western but somehow both and neither at the
same time.
It was tribal.
A single memory flooded my senses, and all of a sudden I was back in
and among its visceral sounds and smells. An Easter morning four years
ago. The interior of a musty tent. My eyelids, crusty with sleep, opening
in tandem with my consciousness. The trills and harmonies of a group of
Malagasy children singing. The sinking in, the revelation, the epiphany,
the concrete decision.

I returned to London from India with a fresh resolve. Any remnants of my
malaise had been shattered that night in Vrindavan, when the actualisation
of everything I had done over the past four years presented itself to me
on the tides of those ashram choruses, and when I remembered precisely
why I had lived it all. Although there had been times when the depression
following my accident had left me wondering if I could ever go through
with the Kapp to Cape adventure – when I had come to envisage the whole
expedition as a dead end, an unachievable pipe dream that was best left
to the annals of my own regret – I was tearfully grateful to find that Steve
had never lost faith in me and had kept things ticking over during my
emotional absence.
Nevertheless, there still remained much to be done. We had no tickets,
no visas and no stores of foreign currency. Our travel-kit repository
was virtually non-existent. Our website needed days and days of work,
as did our social media reach. Sponsors remained few and far between.
Still reeling from the physical consequences of my accident, I needed to
commit to serious training if I was ever going to get back to the levels of
fitness the journey demanded.
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Although there was a full seven months left before our start date,
both Steve and I had to fit everything in around the 50-hour weeks our
respective jobs demanded. Every spare second was filled with preparation,
preparation, preparation. And, perhaps as a match to our resolve, things
began to work. Sponsors trickled in, slowly at first but then exponentially
as the months passed. Friends volunteered their free time to help us with
our online pursuits. Arash, apologetic that he would not be able to join us
on the road but still maintaining his belief in my expedition, appointed
three separate cameramen to take his place at varying stages: Peiman in
Norway, Kamyar in Iran and Grant in South Africa. Steve and I trained
whenever and wherever we could, and in our freewheeling moments we
would coast alongside each other and debate the best and fastest possible
route, the one that would get us to Cape Town in 100 days or less. I
had still not given up on the promise of that record and I challenged my
Guinness World Record contacts with such relentless fortitude, holding
them accountable for our original agreement, that they finally gave in and
once more agreed to recognise the record in two legs, providing we could
still do it in 100 days.
Their decision proved to be both validation and consolidation for us.
The journey was finally set and inexorable. With money from our new
sponsors now available, we bought our tickets, quit our jobs and purchased
our equipment: a tool-bag kitted out with everything we’d ever need for
the road; a GPS and a tent; a tiny stove and an even tinier fuel bottle;
sunglasses and knives; helmets; sun cream for us and gaffer tape for our
bikes; zip ties; a medical kit filled with pills ranging from paracetamol to
doxycycline; salt and pepper; tea and coffee; shorts and thermals; 12 spare
tyres and 12 spare inner tubes; weatherproof matches and water filters;
a universal adapter to charge our iPods and video camera, our sound
equipment and tracking device.
And then, finally and crucially, we received our new bikes. Sponsored by
Koga, they were World Travellers: splendid, state-of-the-art examples of
Dutch engineering, individually custom-made and sumptuously designed
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to meld with our bodies. These two bikes were the last and definitive piece
of the puzzle.
All was ready.

I woke up at 6.45 a.m. It was far later than we had intended to rise. The
alarm had sounded, that I knew, but who had turned it off remained a
mystery to me. We had fallen back into our slumber without a word.
Groggily pulling myself from my bed, I parted the curtains. A wash of
sunlight flooded the small room. Francesca issued a curse and then buried
herself beneath her blankets. Peiman, Paula and Steve barely stirred. I
padded into the adjoining bathroom and opened the small window.
A blast of fresh Norwegian air sent me into a paroxysm of shudders,
pimpling my skin as if the outdoor frost had settled on to my naked torso.
I closed the window, lifted the lid on the toilet and vomited into it for
several minutes.
I towelled down, took six deep breaths and re-entered the living
space of the Honningsvåg cabin we had booked for a single night.
My companions were out of bed and readying themselves for the day
ahead: Paula had stepped outside to start the van and warm its engine;
Francesca – already my digital ‘Base Camp’ though we had barely
started – was fielding emails, enquiries and donations on her laptop;
Peiman was simultaneously taking light readings and polishing lenses
and trying to film everything we were doing; Steve was assembling
his bike which we had shipped over in a large cardboard box of cogs
and wheels, brake pads and bars. I joined him, ripping open the box
with my own bike inside, a library of bubble-wrapped segments, the
disassembled pieces of a whole, which, once crafted, would transport
me from this Norwegian wasteland down through one hemisphere and
then another to a point on the southern tip of Africa, which, as far as I
was concerned, could have been as far away from my present location
as Saturn. We all worked in silence.
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With the bikes assembled and tested, with our stomachs full and the GPS
localised, with the panniers packed and then unpacked and packed again,
we bundled everything into the back of the van and set off for Nordkapp.
The drive took less than half an hour and before we knew it we were
there. Nordkapp. Our starting point. The bikes were pulled from the van,
looking so fresh and untarnished in this Norwegian light. We climbed on to
them, testing their weight and then melding feet with pedals. We wrapped
bandanas around our heads, laid sunglasses across our eyes. Francesca
hugged me and then moved over to enfold Steve in the same embrace.
Paula did the same, in the same order. Peiman filmed it all.
There was nothing left to do but begin.
Steve and I clutched hands – his right in my left – and then we
simultaneously pushed down with our feet. Cleats clicked, wheels turned
and we were off. Cape Town was only 11,000 miles away.
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